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Submanifolds with a non-degenerate parallel normal
vector field in euclidean spaces
Juan J. Nuiio-Ballesteros
Abstract.

We consider the class of submanifolds M in an euclidean space
IRn which admit a non-degenerate parallel normal vector field v. The
image of the associated Gauss map Gv : M -+ sn-l defines an
immersed hyperspherical submanifold Mv which has the following
property: if M has a contact of Boardman type I:i,, ... ,ik with a hyperplane, then Mv has the same contact type with the translated
hyperplane. In particular, for a space curve a in JR 3 , the spherical
curve av has the same fiattenings and we deduce an extension of the
Four Vertex Theorem. For an immersed surface M in IR4 , it admits
a local non-degenerate parallel normal vector field if and only if it is
totally semi-umbilic and has non zero gaussian curvature K. Moreover, Gv preserves the inflections and the asymptotic lines between
M and Mv. As a consequence, we deduce an extension for this class
of surfaces of the classical Loewner and Caratheodory conjectures for
umbilic points of analytic immersed surfaces in JR 3 .

§1.

Introduction

Let ~ : !Rn -+ sn '---* JRn+l denote the inverse of the stereographic
projection and let M be an m-dimensional submanifold of !Rn. It has
been shown by Sedykh [16] and Romero-Fuster [12, 13] that the contacts
of M with the hyperspheres of !Rn are the same as the contacts of its
hyperspherical image ~(M) with the hyperplanes of JRn+l. Since many
of the differential-geometric aspects of a submanifold M of an euclidean
space !Rn can be translated in terms of contacts between hyperspheres
or hyperplanes, they use this fact in order to obtain interesting relations
between some special points of the submanifold M and its image ~(M).
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For instance, suppose that a : I --+ JR. 2 defines a regular smooth
curve in the plane. Then~ transforms the vertices (points where K, 1 = 0)
of a into the flattenings (points with T = 0) of the spherical space curve
~ o a in JR. 3 . This is due to the fact that a vertex corresponds to a point
of contact of type ~ 1 ' 1 ' 1 (using Thorn-Boardman notation) between the
curve and a circle in the plane, while a flattening of a space curve is
a point of contact of the same type ~ 1 ' 1 ' 1 with the osculating plane.
One consequence is that it is possible to translate the classical Four
Vertex Theorem in terms of flattenings and spherical space curves: every
closed regular and simple space curve contained in the sphere 8 2 has at
least four flattenings. In fact, this observation led to the conjecture by
Scherk in 1936 that every convex closed and simple space curve with
non vanishing curvature has at least four flattenings, which was proved
by Sedykh [15].
In the case of a smooth immersed surface M in JR.3 we have a similar history with respect to umbilics and the Caratheodory conjecture.
The classical Caratheodory conjecture states that every smooth convex
embedding of a 2-sphere in JR.3 must have at least two umbilics, i.e.,
points where the two principal curvatures coincide. This conjecture has
a stronger local version, known as the Loewner conjecture, which states
that the index of the principal foliation at any isolated umbilic of an
immersed smooth surface in JR.3 is always :::; 1. Since the sum of the
indices of the umbilics of a compact immersed surface is equal to its
Euler-Poincare characteristic (according to the Poincare-Hopf formula)
it follows that the Loewner conjecture implies the Caratheodory conjecture, not only for a convex embedding of a 2-sphere, but for any
immersion (not necessarily convex). The Loewner conjecture is known
to be true in the analytic case (although there is a big controversy about
the correct proof, see for instance [17, 7]).
Now, it is also possible to characterize an umbilic of M as a point
which presents a contact of type ~ 2 , 2 between M and a sphere of JR.3 •
It follows that the map ~ will give a point of ~ 2 , 2 contact between the
hyperspherical surface ~(M) and some hyperplane of JR.4 . But this type
of contact corresponds to an inflection of the surface in the sense of Little
[8] (that is, a point where the two fundamental forms are collinear). In
particular, we have that any analytic immersed surface Min S 3 C JR. 4 ,
homeomorphic to 8 2 , has at least two inflections. Moreover, it was also
observed by Little that ~ also takes the principal foliation of M into the
asymptotic foliation of ~(M) and it is also possible to translate Loewner
conjecture: for any analytic immersed surface M in S 3 c JR.4 , the index
of the asymptotic foliation at any isolated inflection is always :::; 1.
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Now, it is natural to ask whether these results can be extended to
general analytic surfaces immersed in ~4 . Since the asymptotic foliation
is only defined in the convex part of the surface, it is obvious that we
have to restrict ourselves to locally convex surfaces (that is, at any point
there is a hyperplane which locally supports the surface). A proof of the
Caratheodory conjecture for generic locally convex surfaces in ~4 can be
found in [4] (in fact, for a generic locally convex surface M, the index
of an isolated inflection is always ±1/2 and hence, it must have at least
2x(M) inflections). In [6], they give a proof of the Loewner conjecture
for a locally convex surface in ~ 4 which satisfies some non-degeneracy
condition with respect to the Newton polyhedra. Some results about
the index of an isolated inflection of an immersed surface in ~ 4 can be
also found in [3].
In this paper, we consider the class of smooth submanifolds M immersed in ~n which admit a non-degenerate parallel normal vector field
v. This class appears in the literature in the context of differential geometry of submanifolds (see for instance [10]). We show that the image
of the associated Gauss map Gv : M---. sn-l defines an immersed hyperspherical submanifold Mv which has the following property: if M
has a contact of Boardman type Ei 1 , ... ,ik with a hyperplane, then Mv
has the same contact type with the translated hyperplane. Thus, for
instance, in the case of a space curve a in ~ 3 , the spherical curve av
has the same flattenings and we deduce an extension of the Four Vertex
Theorem.
For an immersed surface M in ~4 , it admits a non-degenerate parallel normal vector field if and only if it is totally semi-umbilic and has
non zero gaussian curvature K. The semi-umbilic condition means tha,t
at any point of the surface, there is a non-zero normal vector v such that
the v-principal curvatures are equal and it has been studied recently by
Romero-Fuster and Sanchez-Bringas (see [14]). The totally semi-umbilic
surfaces in ~4 with K #- 0 are an intermediate class between the class of
hyperspherical surfaces and the class of locally convex surfaces. Moreover, we show that the Gauss map Gv preserves the inflections and the
asymptotic lines between M and the hyperspherical image Mv. As a
consequence, we obtain that Loewner and Caratheodory conjectures are
also true for analytic totally semi-umbilic surfaces with K #- 0.

§2.

Contact with hyperspheres and hyperplanes

In this section, we recall basic definitions and properties of contact
between submanifolds of an ambient manifold and the relationship with
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K-equivalence of map germs due to Montaldi [9]. We begin with the
notion of contact.

Definition 2.1. Let M, N, M', N' be smooth submanifolds of JR.n
and let x 0 E M n N and x 0 E M' n N'. We say that the contact of M and
N at x 0 is of the same type as the contact of M' and N' at x 0if there are
open neighbourhoods U of x 0 and U' of x 0 in JR.n and a diffeomorphism
¢: U--+ U' such that ¢(U n M) = U' n M' and </J(U n N) = U' n N'.
Now, we recall the concept of K-equivalence between two smooth
map germs.

Definition 2.2. Consider two smooth map germs f : (M, xo) --+
(N,y 0 ) and g: (M',x0)--+ (N',y0) between smooth manifolds. We say
that f, g are K-equivalent if there exists a diffeomorphism
H: (M x N, (xo, Yo)) --+ (M' x N', (x~, y~))
such that:
(1)

(2)
(3)

= (h(x), B(x, y)) for some map germs h : (M, xo) --+
(M',x0) and B: (M x N, (xo,Yo))--+ (N',yb).
B(x, Yo)= y 0 for any x in a neighbourhood of xo in M.
H(x, f(x)) = (h(x),g(h(x))) for any x in a neighbourhood of
H(x, y)

xo in M.
In order to see the relationship between contact and K-equivalence
we need to introduce some notations. Let M, N, M', N' be smooth submanifolds of JR.n and let x 0 E M n N and x 0 E M' n N'. We assume
that M, M' are locally given by the image of an embedding. That is,
there are open neighbourhoods W1 of Xo in JR.n and W2 of Xo in JR.n,
open subsets u1, u2 c JR.m and smooth embeddings It : u1 --+ JR.n and
h : U2 --+ JR.n such that ft (Ut) = M n W1 and h(U2) = M' n W2 (here
m is the dimension of M and M'). We also denote ft(uo) = xo and

h(uo) = xo.
For N, N' we assume that they are given locally in implicit forms.
That is, there are smooth maps 91 : w1 --+ JR.P and 92 : w2 --+ JR.P such
that w1 n N = g1 1(vo), with Vo a regular value of 91 and w2 n N' =
g2 1(v0), with v0 a regular value of 92 (now, pis the codimension of N
and N').

Theorem 2.3. [9] With the above notation, it follows that the contact of M and N at xo is of the same type as the contact of M' and
N' at x 0 if and only if the map germs 91 o ft : (JR.m, uo) --+ (JR.P, vo) and
92 0 h : (JR.m' uo) --+ (JR.P' vb) are K-equivalent.
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Definition 2.4. The map g 1 o h : U ----+ JRP is called the contact
It follows that its K-singularity type at each point u 0
determines the contact of M, N at x 0 = h (u 0 ) and does not depend on
the choice of maps h, g1.
map of M, N.

In the case that we have a submanifold in Euclidean space M C JRn,
the most interesting contacts are those of M with hyperplanes and hyperspheres of JRn, since they determine some of the geometrical invariants
ofM.
Assume that the embedding f : U C JRm ----+ JRn locally parametrizes
the submanifold M C lRn in a neighbourhood of xo = f(uo). For any
v E sn-l, we consider the height function hv : U ----+ lR, given by hv (u) =
(f(u), v). Then, hv is the contact map of M and the hyperplane n(xo, v)
of JRn through x 0 perpendicular to v. It is obvious that u 0 E U is a
singular point of hv if and only if v belongs to the normal subspace of
Mat x 0 , that is, n(x0 , v) is tangent toM at xa.
Analogously, given p E JRn, we can also consider the distance squared
function dp : U ----+ JR, given by dp(u) = llf(u) - Pll 2. Now, dp is the
contact map between M and the hypersphere S(p, R) of JRn centered at
p with radius R = dp(u 0 ). Again, u 0 E U is a singular point of dp if and
only if pis in the (affine) normal subspace of M at x 0 , that is, S(p, R)
is tangent to M at xo.
Now, we recall the Thorn-Boardman symbols I:i 1 , ... ,ik, which are a
generalization of the rank of a map taking into account higher order
derivatives and provide a useful invariant for K-equivalence.
Let us denote by Em,xo the local ring of smooth function germs from
(JRm, x 0 ) toR Given a p x q matrix U with entries in Em,xo, we denote by
lt(U) the ideal in Em,xo generated by the t-minors of U (by convention,
lt(U) = {0} if t > min(p, q)). In particular, iff: (JRm, xo) ----+ (JRP, yo)
is a smooth map germ, lt(D f) is the ideal generated by the t-minors of
the jacobian matrix Df = (8fi/8x1 ).

Definition 2.5. Let f : (JRm, x 0 ) ----+ JRP be a smooth map germ and
let i = (i 1 , ... , ik) be a k-tuple of non-negative integer numbers. We
define the iterated jacobian extension off by induction on k. If k = 1,
then Ji 1 (f) = In-idl(Df). Fork> 1, suppose that Ji 1 , ... ,ik_ 1 (f) =
(gl, ... , gr), then
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We say that f has Boardman type (or Boardman symbol) Ei iff has
rank n- i1 at xo and fork > 1, (fi., ... , fv, g1, ... , gr) has rank n- ik
at xo, being g1, ... , gr generators of the ideal Jil>···,ik- 1 (!).
Example 2.6. Given a smooth function f : U C !Rm ---. IR, it has
Boardman type Em, ... ,m at x 0 (with m repeated k times) if and only if
all the partial derivatives off at xo are zero up to order k.
We include now a result that will be used in next section.
Lemma 2.7. Let f,g: (!Rm,x 0 ) ---.]R be two smooth function germs
such that Jm(f) = Jm(g). Then f, g have the same Boardman symbol
Ei 1 , ... ,ik, for any k ~ 1.
Proof. The ideals Jm(f) = h(Df) and Jm(g) = h(Dg) in Em,xo
are generated by the partial derivatives a f 1 axi and ag 1axi respectively.
The assumption Jm(f) = Jm(g) means that
af
-a
Xi

m

ag

= L:aii-a ,
j= 1

Xj

for some aij E £m,x 0 , with det(aij) =1- 0. We have that f,g have the
same rank at xo and hence, the first Boardman number i1 is the same
for f,g.
If f,g are regular, then i1 = m- 1, Jm_ 1 (!) = l2(Df) = {0}
and Jm_ 1 (g) = l2(Dg) = {0}. In particular, the Boardman symbol is
i2 = · · · = ik = m - 1 for both f, g.
Assume now that f, g are singular and i 1 = m. We will show by induction on k that f, g have the same Boardman symbol and the same iterated jacobian ideals. Assume that the Boardman numbers i1, ... , ik-1
are equal for f,g and Ji 1 , ... ,ik_ 1 (!) = Ji 1 , ••• ,ik_ 1 (g) = (hb···,hr)· The
Boardman number ik for f, g is determined in each case by the rank
at xo of(!, h1, ... ,hr) and (g, h1, ... , hr) respectively. We consider the
matrices
8xm
_!!_y__)
8h1
8xrn

.

8hr
8xrn

Since af 1axi and aglaxi are 0 at x 0 , it follows that A, B have the same
rank at xo and the Boardman number ik is the same for f, g.
On the other hand, by definition, Ji 1 , .•• ,ik (!) = Ji 1 , ... ,ik_ 1 (!) + lt(A)
and Ji 1 , ... ,ik (g) = Ji 1 , ... ,ik_ 1 (g)+ lt(B), where t = n- ik + 1. Let M be
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at-minor of A. If M does not contain the first row of A, then M is a
t-minor of B. Otherwise, if M contains the first row of A, then M E
Jm (f) = Jm (g) C Ji 1 , ... ,ik (g). This shows that Ji 1 , ... ,ik (f) C Ji 1 , ... ,ik (g)
and the opposite inclusion follows by symmetry.
Q.E.D.
In general, it is not true that if j, g : (JRm, x 0 ) ---> lR are two smooth
function germs such that Jm(f) = Jm(g), then they are K-equivalent.
For instance, consider j,g : (JR 2,0) ---> lR given by f(x,y) = x 2 + y 2
and g(x, y) = x 2 - y 2 . In this case, J 2 (f) = ]z(g) = (x, y), they have
Boardman symbol ~ 2 • 0 , but they are not K-equivalent.
One of the well known properties of the Boardman symbol is that
it is K-invariant. Hence, it can be associated with each contact class
between submanifolds.
Lemma 2.8. Let j, g : (lRm, x 0 ) ---> JRP be two smooth map germs
which are K-equivalent. Then j, g have the same Boardman symbol
~it, ... ,ik' for any k :::0: 1.

(See for instance [5] for a proof.)
Definition 2.9. Given submanifolds M, N C JRn and x 0 E M n
N, we say that they have contact type ~i if its contact map germ has
Boardman type ~i. The above lemma ensures that this definition does
not depend on the choice of contact map germs.
Example 2.10. Here we present some known basic examples how
the contacts of a submanifold in an euclidean space with hyperplanes or
hyperspheres can be useful to characterize several special points in the
differential geometry of curves and surfaces.
(1) Let a : I ---> JR 2 be a regular plane curve. Then a has a ~ 1 • 1
contact with a line n(x 0 , v) at xo = a( to) if and only if this
point is an inflection (that is, r;,(to) = 0) and v is the normal
vector at such point.
(2) Analogously, a has a ~ 1 • 1 • 1 contact with a circle S(p, R) at xo
if and only if this point is a non-flat vertex (that is, r;,'(to) = 0
and r;,(to) -=/= 0), and p and R are the centre and the radius
of curvature of a at x 0 respectively. The case of a flat vertex
(that is, r;, 1 (t 0 ) = r;,(t 0 ) = 0) corresponds to a ~ 1 • 1 • 1 contact
with the tangent line.
(3) In the case of a regular space curve a : I---> JR 3 with non vanishing curvature, a has a ~ 1 • 1 • 1 contact with a plane n(xo, v)
at x 0 = a( t 0 ) if and only if this point is a flattening (that is,
T(t 0) = 0) and vis the binormal vector at such point.
(4) Let M be a regular surface in JR 3. Then, M has a ~ 2 · 2 contact
with a sphere S(p, R) at x 0 if and only if this point is an non-flat
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(5)

umbilic (that is, a point where the two principal curvatures are
equal and distinct from zero) and p and R are the centre and
the radius of principal curvature of M at xo respectively. The
case of a flat umbilic (that is, when both principal curvatures
are zero) corresponds to a ~ 2 , 2 contact with the tangent plane.
Finally, we consider a regular surface Min JR 4. Then, M has
a ~ 2 , 2 contact with a hyperplane 1r(xo,v) at xo if and only
if this point is an inflection in the sense of Little [8] (that is,
a point where the two second fundamental forms are linearly
dependent) and v is the corresponding binormal vector.

We finish this section by showing that the contacts with hyperspheres and hyperplanes are related through the stereographic projection. Let ~ : JRn --t 3n '--+ JRn+l denote the inverse of the stereographic
projection, which is given by

~( ) =
x

(2x, llxll 2 -1)
(llxll 2 + 1) ·

Since this map is conformal, it follows that it transforms any hypersphere
8(p, R) or hyperplane 1r(x 0 , v) of JRn into a (n- 1)-sphere contained in
8n. We denote by 1fs (p, R) (respectively 1fs (Xo, v)) the only hyperplane
of JRn+l which has the property ~-l (1rs(p, R)) = 8(p, R) (respectively
~- 1 (7rs(xo,v)) = 1r(xo,v)).
It follows from the works by Romero Fuster [12, 13] and Sedykh
[16] that the contact of a submanifold M C JRn and hyperplane 1r(xo, v)
or hypersphere 8(p, R)at x 0 E M is of the same type as the contact of
~(M) and 1rs(x0 , v) or 1fs(p, R) at ~(x 0 ) respectively. In fact, they show
more, namely, that the family of distance squared functions of M in JRn
is K-equivalent to the family of height functions of ~(M) in JRn+l.
Example 2.11. By looking at the examples of 2.10, we get some
immediate consequences of this fact. For instance, if o: : I --t JR 2 is a
regular plane curve, then t 0 E I is a vertex of o: if and only if t 0 is a
flattening of~ o o: : I --t 8 2 c JR 3 •
In the case of a regular surface M C JR 3 , it follows that x 0 E M is
an umbilic if and only if ~(x 0 ) is an inflection of ~(M) C 8 3 C JR 4.

In general, which we can conclude is that in JRn+l, the class of hyperspherical submanifolds (that is, submanifolds contained in some hypersphere of JRn+l), presents the same contacts with hyperplanes of JRn+l
as the submanifolds of ]Rn with respect to hyperspheres or hyperplanes.
Question 2.12. Determine the submanifolds of JRn+l which have
the same contacts with hyperplanes as the hyperspherical submanifolds.
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In the next section, we give a partial answer to this question, by
considering submanifolds which admit a non-degenerate parallel normal
vector field.

§3.

Submanifolds with a non-degenerate parallel normal vector field

Let M be a smooth immersed m-dimensional submanifold in JR.n. We
consider in M the riemannian metric induced by the euclidean metric
of JR.n. Given a point p E M, we have a decomposition JR.n = TpM EB
TpM .l and the corresponding orthogonal projections T : JR.n -> TpM
and .l : JR.n -> TpM .l. For vector fields X, Y tangent along M in a
neighbourhood of p, we have
V'~ pY = T(V'~ pY)

+ .l(V'~ pY),

where V'' is the covariant derivative in JR.n. It follows that T(V'~ p Y) =
V' Xp Y, where V' is the covariant derivative in M induced by the metric,
while .l(V'~p Y) = s(Xp, Yp) is symmetric in Xp and Yp (and independent of the extension Y of Yp). This gives us the Gauss formula,
Y'~py =

Y'xpY

+ s(Xp, Yp)·

Analogously, if vis a normal vector field along Min a neighbourhood
of p, we have a similar decomposition
V'~ pv = T(V'~ pv)

+ .l(V'~ pv).

The tangential component satisfies

and consequently, T(V'~ p v) depends only on Xp and Vp· Now, for each
normal vector Vp E TpM .l, we can define the self-adjoint linear map
Avp : TpM -> TpM by

where v is any normal vector field extending Vp· We also define the
second fundamental form Ilvp as

For the normal component .l(V'~pv), we will denote it by Dxpv so
that it defines a connection on the normal bundle of M in JR.n called the
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normal connection. With this notation, the decomposition of
be written as
Y'xvv = -Avp(Xp) + Dxvv,

Y'x v can
p

which is called Weingarten equation.
Definition 3.1. We say that a normal vector field v is parallel if
Dxvv = 0 for any Xp E TpM and for any p EM.
Definition 3.2. We say that a normal vector 1/p E TpM .L is nondegenerate if the self-adjoint linear map Avv (or equivalently the second
fundamental form Ilvv) is non-degenerate. We say that a normal vector
field v is non-degenerate if it is non-degenerate at any point.
It follows from the definition that a parallel normal vector field v
has always constant length. Since D defines a connection on the normal
bundle, we have
Xp(v, v) = 2(v,Dxvv) = 0,
for any Xp E TpM. Hence (v, v) is a constant function.
If v is a normal vector field on M with constant length, we can
assume without loss of generality that it is unitary. Then, by translating
the normal vector 1/p to the origin of JR.n we have the Gauss map Gv :
M ----> sn-l. That is, let (xl' ... 'Xn) be the standard coordinates of
JR.n, so that v = E~=l 1/i a~. for some smooth functions vi on M. Then
Gv is equal to the map (v1, ... , vn)· We characterize the parallel and
non-degenerate conditions in terms of the differential or tangent map
Gv*: TpM----> Tvvsn-l.
Lemma 3.3. Let v be a unit normal vector field on M. Then,

(1)
(2)

vis parallel if and only ifGv*(TpM) C TpM, for any p EM.
v is parallel and non-degenerate if and only if Gv*(TpM) =
TpM, for any p EM.

Proof

For any p EM and for any Xp E TpM, it is obvious that
Gv*(Xp)

= Y'xvv =

-Avv(Xp)

+ Dxvv.

Then, (1) and (2) follow directly from the definitions.

Q.E.D.

In fact, in the case of a hypersurface, the constant length condition is
also sufficient for a normal vector field to be parallel. Since the normal
bundle is !-dimensional in this case, it is obvious that (v, Dxvv) = 0
implies Dxvv = 0, for any Xp E TpM. Thus, any hypersurface has
always a local parallel normal vector field. Moreover, if it is orientable,
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then there is a global parallel normal vector field. Finally, it is also
non-degenerate if and only if the gaussian curvature K is not zero.
In the case of a Frenet curve in !Rn, there always exists a parallel
normal vector field. Let a : I ~ !Rn be a smooth curve such that
a'(t), ... ,a<n- 1 l(t) are linearly independent at any t E J. We assume
that a is parametrized by arc length and we denote by e 1 , ... , en the
Frenet frame and 11;1, ... , ~~;n-1 the curvatures. Let v = 2::::~= 2 aiei be a
normal vector field. Then, Frenet equations give
n-1

v'

= L (a~ei + ai( -~~;i-1ei-1 + ~~;iei+1)) +a~ en+ an( -~~;n-1en-2)
i=2
n-1

=-

a2~~;1e1 +(a~- a3~~;2)e2

+ L(a~ + ai-1~~;i-1- ai+l~~;i)ei
i=3

Thus, v is parallel if and only if a2, ... , an are a solution of the following
system of ordinary differential equations:
a~- a3~~;2
a~+ a2~~;2- a4~~;3

0,
0,

a~-1 + an-21\;n-2- an~~;n-1
a~+ an-11\;n-1

0,
0.

(1)

Finally, note that if vis parallel, then v' = -a2~~;1e1. Hence, it is nondegenerate if and only if both a2 and 11;1 are not zero (note that 11;1 > 0
if n 2 3).
In general, if M is an immersed submanifold of dimension m in !Rn,
with 1 < m < n, a local parallel normal vector field does not always
exist (see Section 5). However, it is obvious that if M is contained in a
hyperplane 1r(x0 , v) of !Rn, the constant normal vector field vis parallel.
Analogously, if M is contained in a hypersphere S(p, R) of !Rn, then the
outward unit normal vector field of the hypersphere restricted to M is
parallel and non-degenerate (in this case, G,_, is the inclusion map).
Corollary 3.4. Let v be a non-degenerate parallel unit normal vector field on M. Then the Gauss map G,_,: M ~ sn- 1 is an immersion
whose image, M" = G,_,(M), satisfies that TpM = T,_,PM", for any
pEM.

The condition TpM = T,_,PM" can be seen as some kind of "parallelism" between M and the hyperspherical submanifold M". Next
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proposition shows that this hyperspherical submanifold M" has the same
contact type I;i with hyperplanes as the original submanifold M, thus
giving a partial answer to Question 2.12.

Proposition 3.5. Let v be a non-degenerate parallel unit normal
vector field on M. If M has contact type L;i with a hyperplane n(p, v)
at p E M, then M" has the same contact type L;i with the translated
hyperplane n(vp, v) at Zip E M".
Proof. Assume that M is locally parametrized in a neighbourhood
of p by the immersion g : U C !Rm ---> !Rn, with g( uo) = p. Then, the
contact between M and n(p, v) is determined by the JC-class at uo of the
height function hv : U---> IR given by hv(u) = (g(u),v). Analogously,
to study the contact between M" and n(vp, v) we consider h~ : U---> IR
given by h~(u) = (Gv(g(u)), v).
Since v is parallel, this means that
aGv o g = '\1'-st..._v

au

au

t

0

~ aiJ

9=

L......-

j=l

'

ag '

au.
J

for some smooth functions aij. Moreover, the fact that it is non-degenerate
implies that det( aij) =/:. 0.
Hence, we also have that

-a- = L.:
h"

Ui

h

m

j=l

aij

aUjv ,

and the result is a consequence of Lemma 2. 7, since this condition is
equivalent to Jm(hv) = Jm(h~) when considered as function germs from
(!Rm, uo) toR
Q.E.D.
In general, it is not true that M" has the same contact with hyperplanes as the original sumbanifold M. For instance, if M c !R 3 is a
surface with gaussian curvature K < 0, then the corresponding height
function is JC-equivalent to x 2 - y 2 . However, the image of the Gauss
map M" is an open subset of the sphere S 2 and the contact with the
tangent plane is given by the height function x 2 + y 2 .

§4.

Curves in JR 3

Let a : I ---> IR 3 be a regular space curve with non-vanishing curvature, so that it has a well defined Frenet frame e 1, e 2, e3. We also denote
by K, T the curvature and the torsion of a respectively. Assume that a
is parametrized by arc length. A normal unit vector field is given by
ZJ = cos ee2 + sin ee3.
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Proposition 4.1. A normal unit vector field v = cos 6e 2 + sin 6e 3
is parallel if and only if 6' = -T. Moreover, it is also non-degenerate if
and only if cos e -I 0.

Proof.

In this case, the system of differential equations (1) is

-6' sinO- Tsin6 = 0,

e' cos e + T cos e = o,
which reduces to 6' = -T. For the second part, just note that if v is
parallel, then v' = -A;cos6e 1 , with A;> 0.
Q.E.D.
As a consequence, we have that a parallel normal unit vector field always exists for a space curve and it is unique up to rotation in the normal
plane. Moreover, since we can take the initial condition cos 60 -:f. 0, we
can choose the parallel vector to be non-degenerate in a neighbourhood
of each point of the curve.
Assume that v is parallel and non-degenerate. Then the "parallel"
curve a" : I ___, S 2 is nothing but the spherical indicatrix of v. According
to Proposition 3.5, a" has the same contact type L:i with planes than the
original curve a. In particular, a has a L: 1 •1 •1 contact with its osculating
plane at a point if and only if a" has the same contact type L: 1 •1 •1
with the translated plane at the corresponding point. Hence, t E I is a
flattening (i.e., T( t) = 0) of a if and only if it is a flattening of a".
The classical four vertex theorem for plane curves states that any
regular closed and simple plane curve has at least four vertices. By
taking stereographic projection this is equivalent to say that any regular
closed and simple space curve contained in the sphere S 2 has at least
four flattenings. This has been generalized in different ways by several
authors (see [1, 2, 11, 15]) for convex space curves, although they do not
use the same definition of convexity.
As a corollary of our computations we obtain one more different
extension of the Four Vertex Theorem.
Corollary 4.2. Let a : I---+ JR 3 be a regular, simple and closed space
curve with non-vanishing curvature. Assume that the parallel curve a"
is also regular, simple and closed. Then a has at least four fiattenings.
The regularity condition on a" is just the non-degeneracy of v. Although we can choose v so that it is non-degenerate in a neighbouhood
of each point, it is not true that there always exists a parallel normal
vector field which is globally non-degenerate. On the other hand, the
condition that a" is closed is equivalent to the vanishing of the total
torsion of a, that is, J1 T = 0, which implies the existence of at least two
flattenings.
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§5.

Totally semi-umbilic surfaces in R 4

Let M be a smooth surface immersed in R 4 . Given a normal vector
v E TpM ..L, we define the v-principal directions and the v-principal
curvatures to be the unit eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues for
the self-adjoint linear map Av : TpM ---+ TpM.
Definition 5.1. A point p of a smooth immersed surface Min R 4
is said to be semi-umbilic if there is a non-zero normal vector v E TpM ..L
such that the v-principal curvatures are equal. We say that pis umbilic
if the v-principal curvatures are equal for any normal vector v E TpM ..L.
We say that M is totally semi-umbilic (respectively totally umbilic) if
all its points are semi-umbilic (respectively umbilic).
Assume that M is locally parameterized as the image of a smooth
immersion x : U ---+ R 4 , where U C R 2 is an open set. We denote by u, v
the coordinates in ~_2 and by Xu, xv. the partial derivatives of x with
respect to these coordinates. Then, the first fundamental form is given
in local coordinates by
I = Edu 2

+ 2Fdudv + Gdv 2 ,

where

E =(xu, xu),

F = (xu,Xv),

Moreover, for any normal vector v
form can be expressed as

E

G = (xv,Xv)·

TpM ..L, the second fundamental

with coefficients

Then, it follows that the v-principal directions can be computed as the
null directions of the quadratic form:
dv 2

-dudv

du 2
Cv

G
Example 5.2. Every hyperspherical surface M immersed in R 4 is
totally semi-umbilic. In fact, if M is contained in a hypersphere of
R 4 with center p E R 4 and radius R > 0 a simple computation shows
that the principal curvatures with respect to some unit normal vector
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to the hypersphere are either both equal to 1I R or both equal to -1 I R
(depending on the chosen normal vector).
Analogously, if M is contained in some hyperplane of IR 4 , the principal curvatures with respect to any normal vector to the hyperplane are
both equal to zero and hence, M is totally semi-umbilic.
Finally, note that there are semi-umbilic surfaces which are not
contained in a hypersphere nor a hyperplane. For instance, consider
two plane regular curves o: : I ~ JR2 and f3 : J ~ IR 2 • Then x =
o: x f3 : I x J ~ IR 4 parameterizes a semi-umbilic surface. For simplicity,
we assume that both o: and f3 are parameterized by arc-length. Since
Xu = (a:', 0) and Xv = (0, /3'), this implies that E = G = 1 and F = 0.
Let us denote by na, nf3, "'a' "'!3 the normal vectors and the curvatures
of o:, f3 respectively. If "'~ + "'~ > 0, we consider v = ("'f3na, "'anf3)
so that both v-principal curvatures are equal to "'a"'f3· Otherwise, if
"'a = "'!3 = 0, we consider v = (na, nf3) and the corresponding principal
curvatures are both equal to zero.
We recall now the concept of curvature ellipse of an immersed surface

M in JR4 . Given a point p E. M, we consider the unit circle in TpM
parameterized by the angle B E [0, 211"]. Let 'Yo be the curve obtained
by intersecting M with the hyperplane at p given by the direct sum of
the normal plane TpM _L and the straight line in the tangent direction
represented by B. Such curve is called the normal section of M in the
direction B. The curvature vector 17(B) of 'Yo in plies in TpM_L. Varying
B from 0 to 211", this vector describes an ellipse in TpM _L, called the
curvature ellipse of M at p. A tangent direction represented by the
angle B is called an asymptotic direction (or conjugate direction in the
terminology of Little [8]) if 17( B) and ~ (B) are collinear.
It is possible to characterize the asymptotic directions as those directions B such that the line in TpM _L joining the origin p with 17( B) is
tangent to the curvature ellipse at such point. Thus, if the curvature
ellipse is not a radial segment, we can have three cases (Figure 1):
(1) The origin p lies outside the curvature ellipse. There are exactly two asymptotic directions and the point p is called hyperbolic.
(2) The origin p lies on the curvature ellipse. There is only one
asymptotic direction and the point p is called parabolic.
(3) The origin p lies inside the curvature ellipse. There are no
asymptotic directions and the point p is called elliptic.
Finally, in the case that the curvature ellipse degenerates to a radial
segment, it follows that all the directions are asymptotic and the point
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p is called an inflection. An inflection is said to be of real type when p
belongs to the curvature ellipse and of imaginary type when it does not.

Fig. 1

In local coordinates, the asymptotic directions are computed by
means of the quadratic equation

being v 1 , v2 some orthonormal frame of the normal plane TpM .l. Moreover, the inflections correspond to the singular points of the above differential equation, that is, the points where the matrix

has rank ::; 1.
The following theorem [14] gives characterizations of the semi-umbilic
points of an immersed surface in JR 4 in terms of the curvature ellipse and
asymptotic lines.
Theorem 5.3. Let M be an immersed surface in JR 4 and let p E M.
The following are equivalent conditions:

(1)

(2)
(3)

p is semi-umbilic.
The curvature ellipse at p degenerates to a segment.
There are two orthogonal asymptotic directions at p.

Using this theorem, we give a characterization of a totally semiumbilic surface in terms of the existence of a local parallel normal vector
field.
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Theorem 5.4. Let M be an immersed surface in JR 4 . Then M is
totally semi-umbilic if and only if there is a pamllel normal vector field
defined in a neighbourhood of each point of M.

Proof Let p E M and assume that M is locally parameterized in
a neighbourhood of p as the image of a smooth isothermal immersion
x: U - t JR 4 , where U C IR 2 is an open set. This means that E = G and
F = 0. Now we take VI, v2 an orthonormal frame of the normal plane
at each point, so that Xu, Xv, v1, v2 give an orthogonal frame of IR 4 .
In order to make computations, we need to take the following coefficients:

+ A12Xv + A13V2,
A21Xu + A22Xv + A23V2,
J-LnXu + /-Ll2Xv + /-L13v1,
/-L21Xu + /-L22Xv + /-L23Vl·

v1,u = >.uxu
V1,v =
V2,u =
V2,v =

Since (v1, v2) = 0, it follows easily that /-Ll3 = ->.13 and /-L23 = ->.23·
Let now v = Av1 + Bv2 be a normal vector field. We have that if
v is parallel then (v, v) = constant. Hence, we can assume, without loss
of generality, that A2 + B 2 = 1. With this assumption, it follows that v
is parallel if and only if

det(vu, v, Xu, Xv)

= det(vv, v, Xu, Xv) = 0.

By direct computation we get that

det(vu, v, Xu, Xv) = (AuB- BuA- A13) det(v1, v2, Xu, Xv),
det(vv, v, Xu, Xv) = (AvB- BvA- A23) det(v1, v2, Xu, Xv),
so that v is parallel if and only if

>.13 = AuB - BuA,
>.23 = AvB - BvA.
Finally, it is not difficult to see that this system of PDE's has a solution
A, B with A2 + B 2 = 1 if and only if A13,v = A23,u· In the second part
of the proof, we. see that such condition is equivalent to the fact that
the asymptotic directions are orthogonal, and hence that M is totally
semi-umbilic, by the above theorem.
In fact, since >.13 = (v1,u, v2) and >.23 = (v1,v, v2), we get

A13,v - A23,u =(vl,uv, v2)

+ (vl,u, V2,v)

- (vl,uv, v2) - (v1,v, V2,u)

=(vl,u, v2,v) - (vl,v, v2,u)
=E(>.n/-L21

+ >.12/-L22 -

>.21/-Ln - >.22/-L12).
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In order to simplify the notation we change the notation for the
coefficients of the second fundamental forms of VI, v2 in the following
way:

a = av1 ,

b = bv 1 ,

C

=

Cv 1 ,

e = av2 '

f = bv2 '

g=

Cv2.

Then, since (xu, vi) = (xv, vi) = 0, we deduce that

a= (xuu, VI)= -(xu, VI,ul = -E>-.n,

e = (xuu, v2) =-(xu, v2,ul = -EJ.Ln,

b = (Xuv, VI)= -(xu, VI,vl = -E>-.21 = -(xv, VI,ul = -EAI2,

f = (xuv, v2) =-(xu, V2,vl = -EJ.L2I = -(xv, v2,ul = -EJ.L12,
C

= (xvv, v1) = -(xv, VI,vl = -E>-.22,

g = (Xvv,VlJ = -(xv,Vl,vl = -EJ.L22·

Using this, we conclude that AI3,v = A23,u if and only if

(a-c)f=(e-g)b.
On the other hand, if we look at the differential equation of the
asymptotic lines

we see that there are two orthogonal asymptotic lines at each point if
and only if

which is in fact equivalent to the above condition (a- c)f = (e- g)b.

Q.E.D.
Now we see that if we also impose the condition that the gaussian
curvature K of M is not zero, then we can choose the local parallel
vector field to be non-degenerate.

Theorem 5.5. Let M be a totally semi-umbilic surface immersed in
IR:. 4 with K -j. 0. Then, there is a non-degenerate parallel normal vector
field defined in a neighbourhood of each point of M.
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Proof Assume that M is locally parametrized in a neighbourhood
of p as the image of a smooth isothermal immersion x : U --+ JR 4 , where
U C JR 2 is some open set. By Theorem 5.4, there is a parallel unit
normal vector field v and we take another unit normal vector field so
that v, is an orthonormal frame of the normal plane at each point and
Xu' X,' v, is an orthogonal frame of JR4 .
Since (v, e) = 0 it follows that (eu, v) = -(e, Vu) = 0 and (ev, v) =
-(e, Vv) = 0. This shows that eis also parallel. Therefore, we can write

e

e

e

+ A12Xv,
Vv = A21Xu + A22Xv,
eu = /-L11Xu + /-L12Xv,
ev = /-L21Xu + /-L22Xv,

Vu = >.uxu

for some coefficients Aij and I-Lii. In the proof of Theorem 5.4 we showed
that these coefficients are given by
>.12) __ ..!:_
>.22 E

(a b)

b c '

( /-L11
/-L21

/-L12)
1-t22

= _ ..!:_
E

(ef f) ,
g

where a, b, c and e, f, g are the coefficients of the second fundamental
forms of the normal vectors v and erespectively.
On the other hand, we can use the Gauss equation (see [8]) which
gives the gaussian curvature K in terms of these coefficients:
1
2
K = E 2 (ac- b

+ eg- f 2 ).

In particular, if K #- 0, it follows that either ac - b2 1- 0 or eg - f 2 1- 0
and hence, either v is an immersion or is an immersion.
Q.E.D.

e

Theorem 5.6. Let M be a totally semi-umbilic surface immersed in
JR4 with K #- 0. Assume that Gv : W --+ S3 is the Gauss map of a nondegenerate parallel unit normal vector field v defined in a neighbourhood
W of p E M. Then Gv preserves the inflections and the asymptotic
directions between W and the image wv.
Proof. We use the same notation as in the proof of the above theorem. Since v is parallel, it follows that for any q E W, the normal plane
to wv at vq coincides with the normal plane to W at q. Thus, we can
also take v, as an orthonormal frame of the normal plane of wv.

e
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Remember that, according to the proof of the above theorem, we
have
1
Vu = - E (axu

+ bxv),

1
Vv = - E(bxu

+ exv),

1

~u = - E(exu

1

~v = - E(fxu

+ fxv),

+ gxv),

where Xu, Xv, v, ~is the orthogonal frame adapted to the original surface
M. Thus, it follows that the coefficients of the second fundamental form
of wv with respect to v are
(Vuu, VI\

1 2
2
1
= -(vu, Vu) = -£2
(axu + bxv, axu + bxv) = - E (a + b ),

(vuv, v)

= -(vu, Vv) = - E 2 (axu + bxv, bxu + exv) = - E (ab +be),

(vvv, v)

= -(vv, Vv) = - E 2 (bxu + exv, bxu + exv) = - E (b + e ).

1

1

1

1

2

2

We compute now the coefficients of the second fundamental form with
respect to ~:
(vuu, ~) = -(vu, ~u)

1

1

= - E 2 (axu + bxv, exu + fxv) = - E (ae + bf),
1

(vuv, 0 = -(vu, ~vl = - E 2 (axu
(vvv,~)

=

1

-(vv,~v) = - E 2 (bxu

1

+ bxv, fxu + gxv)

= - E (af

+ exv,jXu + 9Xv)

= - E(bf

1

+ bg),
+ eg).

Now, it is easy to write down the differential equation for the asymptotic
directions of wv,

dv 2
a 2 + b2
ae+bf

-dudv
ab +be
af+bg

du 2
b2 + e2
bf+eg

= 0.

In the proof of Theorem 5.4, we showed that if M is semi-umbilic then
(a- e)f = (e- g)b. By using this condition, it follows that
1

£2

-dudv
ab +be
af + bg

du 2
+ e2
bf + eg
b2

-dudv
b

f

du 2
e
g
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Finally, note that the fact that vis non-degenerate implies that ac-b 2 i=0, which completes the proof.
Q.E.D.
Finally, we consider the composition of the Gauss map of the parallel
unit normal vector field v with the stereographic projection from 8 3 into
JR3 . It follows that such a map transforms the asymptotic lines of M
into the principal lines of its image in JR3 and the inflections into the
umbilics. Hence, we get as a direct consequence the following extension
of the Loewner and Caratheodory conjectures for totally semi-umbilic
analytic surfaces immersed in JR4 with K i=- 0.
Corollary 5. 7. Let M be a totally semi-umbilic analytic surface
immersed in IR4 with K i=- 0. Then the index of the asymptotic foliation
at an isolated inflection of M is always ~ 1.
Corollary 5.8. Let M be a totally semi-umbilic analytic surface
immersed in JR4 with K i=- 0 and assume that M is homeomorphic to
8 2 . Then M has at least two inflections.
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